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arditi and of the entire population. Mussolini, who was still
in Rome and whom Balbo consulted by telephone, advised
demobilization. The fascist leaders managed to save
appearances by getting their powers delegated to the
military authorities, who took over the job of occupying
and clearing the working-class districts.
The reason that the workers and people of Parma wrere
able to resist the fascist assault, although it concentrated
several thousand squadristi, was that the defence of the
working-class districts was organized on military lines,
remembered from the great war. It was under a supreme
command, which included ex-servicemen ; it was non-party;
it was supported whole-heartedly and with wild enthusiasm ;
the orders of the arditi del popolo were obeyed ; it was
backed by a stern determination to fight, if the fascists
succeeded in breaking the front lines, from street to street,
and house to house c until every position is destroyed or
burnt5. Another consideration, of decisive importance, is
that in Parrna the army took no part in the attack on the
c rebel' defenders, who were wise enough to take up the
sensible attitude towards them that so infuriated the fascist
leaders.
Although the workers' resistance foiled the fascist attempt
on Parma (as it did also in the old quarter of Ban), taken as
a whole, the objectives aimed at by the fascist leaders in
anticipation of the general strike were gained and in many
instances exceeded. In the often-mentioned Milan, Genoa,
Turin triangle, Milan and Genoa had succumbed. The
general strike left the socialist movement and the working
classes in a stupor. Could they be revived and saved ?
The reformist socialists printed in the August 12 number
of their paper, Giustizia, the tale of defeat:
6 We must have the courage to admit that the general
strike proclaimed by the Alliance of Labour has been our
Caporetto. We emerge from this test well beaten. We
have played our last card and lost Milan and Genoa,
which seemed the strongest points in our defence. In the
Lombard capital the party newspaper has once more
gone up in flames, the administration of the town has

